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Teleoperation enables complex robot platforms to perform tasks beyond the scope of the current state-of-the-art robot autonomy by imparting human intelligence and critical thinking to these operations. For seamless control of robot platforms, it is essential to facilitate optimal situational awareness of the workspace for the operator through active telepresence cameras. However, the control of these active telepresence cameras adds an additional degree of complexity to the task of teleoperation. In this paper we present our results from the user study that investigates: 1) how the teleoperator learns or adapts to performing the tasks via active cameras modeled after camera placements on the TRINA humanoid robot; 2) the perception-action coupling operators implement to control active telepresence cameras, and 3) the camera preferences for performing the tasks. These findings from the human motion analysis and post-study survey will help us determine desired design features for robot teleoperation interfaces and assistive autonomy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Contemporary tele-robotic systems (e.g., for nursing assistance [62], surgery [95], manufacturing [75], etc) are usually equipped with multiple active telepresence cameras to provide the teleoperator sufficient perception of the remote environment and the tasks. Deciding how to select and control them to acquire the desirable camera motion and viewpoint could be as difficult as controlling the freeform dexterous tele-manipulation, given that the remote cameras may be located at the robots head, the manipulators for task operation or camera assistance, the mobile base, or standalone in the workspace and can be moved as required (see Figure 1 [62] for example). When focusing on the tele-manipulation tasks, teleoperators often neglect effective control of the active telepresence cameras to avoid the additional cognitive workload. Although robot autonomy for camera assistance is necessary, ill-designed camera assistance, which do not account for the
natural preference of human visual perception and visual comfort, may confuse and frustrate the teleoperators, and reduce their performance and trust in robot autonomy.

The remote control of active telepresence cameras is difficult, because the robot teleoperators need to develop novel motor skills to control the unfamiliar viewpoint on the robots, which are different from human eyes and their viewpoint in their displacements, motion capabilities, depth perception, and field of view (FOV) [24]. Controlling this foreign viewpoint of the robot is counter-intuitive to humans who are used to the location, perception capabilities and natural viewpoint control motions of human eyes. To assist the teleoperators to better utilize the active telepresence cameras, prior research efforts have developed 1) interfaces (e.g., via head/gaze tracking [5, 26]) for intuitive camera viewpoint and motion control, and 2) robot autonomy for autonomous dynamic viewpoint selection and camera motion control [79]. However, the design of interfaces and autonomy for camera assistance is mostly hand-engineered and based on empirical experience, rather than the in-depth understanding of human natural behavior and preference of perception-action coupling, which has a strong influence on how humans prefer to coordinate the remote camera control and robot motions and actions. They are also mostly designed for single camera robotic systems, and are not capable of handling the active telepresence via multiple cameras.

Fig. 1. Nursing robot teleoperation via a freeform interface with feedback from multiple active telepresence cameras attached to head, torso and wrists.

Overview of Research Efforts. This paper aims to transform the design philosophy for tele-robotic interfaces, based on a deep understanding of perception-action coupling of cyber-human systems. Among the many aspects of motion control, the coordination between perception and action is most critical to tele-nursing task performance. Knowledge about perception-action coupling has been leveraged in human-robot interaction to a limited extent, and has already yielded effective models and approaches for predicting human intent [10], optimizing camera motions and viewpoints [80], interactive perception [15], and sensory augmentation of human-robot interfaces for motor skill training and rehabilitation [50]. While remote robots limit human perception and motion capabilities, they also provide opportunities for the human motor system to explore. Novel perception-action coupling skills do not exist in the repertoire of human motor control, yet are critical for robot teleoperation. Through the robot teleoperation interface, the human and the robot are closely coupled as an integrated cyber-human system, and novel perception-action coordination needs to be developed to adapt this system’s new perception and action capabilities. To facilitate this adaptation, both robot teleoperation interface and assistive autonomy needs to be designed based on the human
behavior and preference of perception-action coupling, which has been studied extensively in human movement science [44, 93], but not at all for cyber-human systems. The research efforts in this paper aims to bridge this gap, by proposing a novel experimental paradigm that can simulate human natural behavior and preference in the usage of active telepresence. We further conduct comprehensive user studies with this experimental paradigm to 1) discover the perception-action coupling of a coupled human-robot system, and 2) reveal its implications to the design of robot teleoperation interface and assistive autonomy.

**Novel Experimental Paradigm.** The novel experimental paradigm we proposed was designed to study the perception-action coordination, human adaptation and preference in the usage of active telepresence cameras. To eliminate the effort of controlling the robot, the experimental paradigm provided a simulated telepresence setting with video streams from the cameras attached to the user’s head, torso, dominant and non-dominant hands as well as a standalone workspace camera while retaining the humans’ ability to perform object manipulation. These video streams were used by the participants to stack lightweight plastic cups into a pyramid.

**User Studies and Findings.** The proposed experimental paradigm enables us to study the perception and action coupling in terms of vision-motion coupling, haptic-motion coupling and vision-haptic coupling of sensory integration. The findings from our user study further implies the suitable design for active perception camera control, the shared autonomy for camera selection, and intuitive assisted teleoperation interface. In this paper a novel experimental paradigm is proposed and the findings as well as the human motion observation from our prior works [64, 101] were extended with analysis to compare the identified motion features between the training and performing phase to reveal how a human would adapt to the control of the active telepresence. The systematic perception-action coupling, human adaptation, and preference investigation helps identify the desired design of active telepresence camera in a teleoperation interface.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 discusses the active perception for robot teleoperation and insights for multi-sensory integration. Section 3 describes the experimental paradigm and data analysis. Section 4 details our findings with the objective and subjective data support. In Section 5, we presented the discussion of the results and future directions. Finally, Section 6 summarizes the important findings of this paper.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Multi-camera Telepresence for Tele-robotic Systems: Design and Limitations

The usage of multi-camera telepresence has enabled tele-robotic systems to operate in complex environments and perform tasks that require high dexterity and mobility while under the control, guidance, or supervision of remote human users. Many contemporary tele-robot systems integrates multiple cameras to increase the field of view, or to provide additional viewpoint of robot, tasks and environments [55]. For example, Nguyen et al recently integrated an array of four cameras to provide a wider field of view, such that remote users could assist with wheelchair navigation [71]. Compared to panoramic cameras, the integration of multiple telepresence cameras can provide a sufficiently wide camera view at lower cost and energy consumption. On the other hand, Whitney et al proposed to display the 2D video from hand cameras of a humanoid robot along with the point cloud from its head camera. Teleoperators use both the global and local task views to efficiently control the robots to perform dexterous manipulation tasks such as laundry folding [105]. An interactive detail-in-context telepresence interface displays the pan-and-tilt view from a narrow camera (in robot head) inside of a wider pannable view (attached to a pole extended from the robots back), such that the teleoperators can zoom-in on details of a selected region [28, 91].
Indeed, a multi-camera telepresence system can integrate the displays from the cameras of different robots. For instance, De León et al proposed a design of multi-camera telepresence to increase the navigation capabilities of multi-robot systems in disaster response [28]. The robot primarily responsible for the mission is provided with the external viewpoints from the cameras of the other robot teammates, in addition to the on-board camera it carries. The feed from multiple cameras on the robot can be provided simultaneously or be relayed as active camera feedback where the different viewpoints can be individually controlled. As presented by Seo et al [91], the ability to go back and forth between multiple camera views being relayed to them at the same time will let the operator get more information about the workspace at the same time and corroborate information about the workspace by going back and forth between views. However, displaying multiple camera views at the same time can cause information overload overwhelming the operator and thus affecting their ability to perform [12]. Additionally, to fully utilize the potential of simultaneous multi-camera feeds requires the ability to spatially correlate the events between different viewpoints. However, this ability is dependent on the spatial reasoning skills of participants which are highly user specific and as a result can result in increased cognitive workload for operators with limited spatial reasoning skills [9, 48]. With an active multi-camera telepresence network there is improved remote perception capabilities of tele-robotic system, and improved situational awareness among the robot teleoperator or supervisors. However, tracking, managing and controlling the feed from multiple cameras also demands additional cognitive and operation efforts. In general, related work in literature addresses this limitation by the design of: 1) control interfaces that use head motions and/or gaze for intuitive camera control [26, 76, 86], and 2) robot autonomy for camera assistance that autonomously adjust the camera viewpoint to track the object of interest [72, 78, 110], the robot end-effectors or tools [79, 80], or the features critical to task performance [19, 74, 88]. The autonomy for camera assistance can also be used to optimize the camera motions for visual comfort [20, 22, 87], or optimize camera viewpoint for information gain [51, 60], aesthetics [37, 47, 59], viewpoint familiarity [96] or other considerations. Nevertheless, these control interfaces and camera assistance are limited because: 1) they were mostly designed for single-camera systems, and 2) the strategy for camera viewpoint and motion control were proposed and evaluated case-by-case, based on empirical experience and hand-engineered criteria, instead of systematic understanding of human behavior and preference for the selection and control of active telepresence cameras.

2.2 Vision-Motion Coupling and Robot Teleoperation

If a human is subjected to a foreign viewpoint, like if the vision perspective was from their torso or hands, with limited haptic sensation from touch, then the human would have to adapt novel ways to use this foreign vision and haptic sensation to interact with the environment. Fortunately, we are confident that the human motor system is able to re-develop a “new normal” to best utilize the new perception and action capabilities, as seen in motor skill training [3] and rehabilitation [66, 92]. The temporal and spatial coordination of vision and movements, namely the visuomotor coordination, is essential to human motor control. The human behavior and underlying human motor control strategies of the vision-motion coupling [44] has been extensively investigated in various human motor skills. Specifically, many human factor experiments have studied the gaze pattern, visual control, or eye-hand/eye-foot/eye-head coordination in the tasks including active perception (e.g., visual search [61], target selection [27], target tracking [25, 82], scene viewing [100]), manipulation (e.g., reaching [4, 31], reaching-to-grasp [56, 98], grasping [8], interception [70, 112], bimanual coordination [94], object manipulation [57]), and locomotion (e.g., walking [13, 34], navigation [36, 41], driving [67]), tool and interface operation (e.g., laparoscopic surgery [49], video game [40]), and learning of motor skills (e.g., [14]). Such experimental studies reveals that human
gaze and visual control in daily activities can be influenced not only by the salient features [97] and surprising stimuli [52] in task environment, but also by the action and behavior goals [44] (and their associated intrinsic [53, 68] and explicit [69, 89] rewards), the benefits of collecting additional information to reduce the uncertainty in task environments [38, 99], the memory of task-relevant objects or context cues in the environment [44], and the predicted visual state in action control [32, 33, 43]. In more recent literature, frameworks such as probabilistic decision theory [44, 107], stochastic optimal control [54, 65] have been used to explain the vision-motion coupling of human motor control, while computational models are also developed to explain, predict, and render human (-like) gaze/visual attention/active perception behavior (e.g., [16, 45]).

The natural behavior and preference of vision-motion coupling not only influence how humans perform various motor skills in daily activities (e.g., [35, 46]), but also influence how human use robot teleoperation interfaces. In robot teleoperation, whether teleoperators can make motion control decisions depend on how well they can perceive, comprehend and predict the remote task being operated [11], which further relies upon how well they can select and control the remote cameras in coordination with their tele-actions [111]. In the usage of teleoperation interface, teleoperators will have less cognitive workload and better situational awareness, if the telepresence interface allows them to control the remote cameras similar to their natural gaze control, and if the robot autonomy for camera assistance can provide camera viewpoints and motions can accommodate their needs for performing tele-action and visual comfort [29, 108]. Such interface and autonomy are also important to the learning of robot teleoperation interfaces, because it facilitates the development of spatial skills, including spatial visualization (perceiving objects among cluttered environments), mental rotation (rotation and visualization of an object to form different configurations) and perceptive taking (visualizing objects in different frames of reference) [23, 104].

2.3 Multi-sensory Integration

Another important human factor we need to investigate is the multi-sensory integration in the usage and learning of robot teleoperation interfaces. Similar to vision-motion coupling, the integration of visual and haptic feedback [30, 39] are also natural and essential to human motor control. The effects of haptic perception and visuo-haptic sensory integration have also been investigated in various human motor behavior and motor learning processes (e.g., [18, 84]). For example, prior research has shown that haptic perception can disambiguate visual perception of 3D shape [106] and facilitates the identification of objects [30, 58]. The integration of visual and haptic feedback also facilitates the learning of tool usage [90], laparoscopic surgery skills [42]. In many multi-sensory tasks (e.g., grasping small objects), visual and haptic inputs are weighted based on the reliability of individual cues [39]. The framework of Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) has been used to explain the weighted integration of multi-sensory cues (e.g., visual and haptic cues), in natural and synthetic environments [39, 103]. The haptic feedback provided by robot teleoperation interfaces, although limited in its accuracy, transparency and sensitivity, can still be leveraged to compensate for lost information in the visual feedback via remote cameras.

2.4 Findings in Preliminary Work

The research on perception-action coupling, from experimental human movement studies, to theoretical frameworks, to computational models, have not been extended to human-robot systems coupled via robot teleoperation interfaces. In our prior work, we have proposed a novel experimental paradigm to observe the human movements used to control the cameras attached to their head, torso and hands, which have different configurations and mobility compared to human eyes [101]. We have observed very consistent behaviors of human head, arm and body movements in the
usage of wearable cameras, which implies the general underlying strategies of the perception-action coupling of the integrated human and tele-robotic systems. We have also noticed humans attempt to leverage the limited available haptic feedback to compensate for the remote perception issues (e.g., lost of depth information, limited field of view, etc), which implies the strategies for multi-sensory integration. We further analyzed these observed human behaviors to reveal the perception-motion coupling and multi-sensory integration in a novel context [64]. Following the preliminary work, this paper will extend the analysis to identify human adaptation to remote telepresence indicated by the motor skills or actions that the operators use to learn the telepresence camera control. Our observations from these experiments will be used to discuss their impact on the design of tele-robotic interfaces and assistive autonomy.

3 EXPERIMENT

In direct robot teleoperation, natural perception-action coupling in human motor control cannot be preserved due to the dissimilarity of human and robot embodiment. The added complexity of controlling the robot and vision through a motion capture system [62] might make active camera selection and control during teleoperation harder. The strong spatial skills and high mental effort required to expertly perform vision control during teleoperation might set-up high barriers of entry to teleoperation. As a result, we studied human perception-action coordination in a simulated telepresence setup, where participants wearing a head-mounted display received video feeds from cameras attached to their own body, thereby trivializing the manipulation component of the task to encourage active camera selection and control.

3.1 Experimental Paradigm

We present a novel experimental paradigm to study the perception-action coordination in the usage of active telepresence through the stacking of cups as seen in Figure 2. The participants wore thick gloves to dampen haptic perception in the hands, and hinder their sensation of friction for grasping and in-hand manipulations. This paradigm is designed to trivialize motion control for manipulation, locomotion and active telepresence, while preserving the essential perception capabilities and challenges of remote robots (e.g., 2D display, limited visual range and haptic feedback, unnatural control of camera motions). Voice commands via a wireless microphone was used to switch cameras to make this operation as straightforward as possible without interfering with the experiments. The camera switch is automated based on the command received from the participant. Participants naturally reveal effective perception-action coordination strategies as they adapt to the camera configuration and discovers their preferred camera selection and control. Since the task of stacking cups is simple and straightforward, experience or skill played little role in successful completion of task.

![Fig. 2. A representation of the experimental paradigm. The three images show the sequence of actions the subject uses to stack a cup while performing the experiment.](image)
The participants were instructed to perform a cup-stacking task with the camera views from various wearable and standalone cameras streamed to a VR headset. While simultaneous display of visual feedback side by side from multiple telepresence cameras is a solution, the cognitive workload and distraction caused by this implementation can prove to be a major obstacle for teleoperators [73]. Shown in Figure 3, these telepresence cameras were chosen to simulate the perception cameras equipped on a mobile humanoid nursing robot, which can perform manipulation and navigation tasks under direct teleoperation [62].

![Figure 3. The camera set-up on the operator (right) is similar to the camera set-up seen on the TRINA humanoid robot (left). The two wrist cameras correspond to perception and action hand cameras. The gloves are used to dampen haptic perception in the hands while performing the experiments.](image)

The cameras available to the participants are shown in Figure 4 and detail listed below.

- The Head Camera ($C_{head}$) was attached to the front of the VR headset using strap, matching natural human eyesight.
- The Clavicle Camera ($C_{clavicle}$) was attached to the chest above the sternum and between the underarms via a strap and mimicked the limited degrees of freedom and range of motion of a robot head camera.
- The Action Camera ($C_{action}$) and the Perception Camera ($C_{perception}$) were mounted on the 3D printing camera mount and then attached to the dominant hand primarily responsible for manipulation and the non-dominant hand that assists manipulation using straps, respectively.
- The Workspace Camera ($C_{workspace}$) was located across the workspace from the participant on a stationary tripod.

The head, perception and action hand cameras were the Logitech C310 HD web-camera [2] which has a maximum resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels at 30 frames per second and a diagonal field of view of 60°. The workspace camera was an AUSDOM AW615 webcam [1] which has a maximum resolution of 1280 x 720 pixels at 30 frames per second with a field of view of 65°. The Google Daydream VR headset with an iPhone 8 mobile phone for the display was used as the Virtual Reality headset for the experiment.
3.2 Participants and Tasks

Our study recruited 16 healthy participants (8 males, 8 females, average age = 23.4 ± 3.6) including student and general populations. The experimental protocol was approved by WPI’s Institutional Review Board.

We designed the task to be simple to understand and perform. The stacking task involved three distinct actions: (1) world exploration to observe the environment without interaction, (2) gross manipulation to reach for and carry objects, and (3) fine manipulation of objects with hands. These actions, and combinations thereof, span a wide variety of tasks a tele-manipulation system may need to perform. The cups were easy to grasp and manipulate, yet their low-friction surface and light weight made manipulation errors easy to observe.

3.3 Experimental Procedure

Before the experiment, the experimenter equipped the participant with the wearable cameras, VR headset, microphone and gloves, and introduced the task of stacking lightweight plastic cups into a pyramid. Also, participants were allowed to make small adjustments to the camera field of view to their preference. The available camera adjustments include:

- $C_{\text{head}}$: The angle between the front of the VR headset and the camera lens.
- $C_{\text{action}}$ and $C_{\text{perception}}$: The location on the forearm (between the elbow and the wrist), the rotation of the mounting bracket around the forearm, and the angle between the mounting plate and the camera lens.
- $C_{\text{clavicle}}$: The angle between the sternum mounting strap and the camera lens.
- $C_{\text{workspace}}$: The location of the camera tripod relative to the participant and workspace, the angle between the tripod mount and the camera lens, and the focal length of the camera image. The $C_{\text{workspace}}$ image was flipped horizontally based on user feedback during a pilot study.

Participants were first asked to stack six cups using the feedback from the telepresence cameras (single camera trials = 2 trials × 5 cameras). For each camera, a participant had a three-minute practice section to get familiar with the selected camera view. The first completed trial was extracted to represent the trial before practice (training phase). This second trial (performing phase) is used to evaluate the operator’s skill and workload using the selected camera. The order of camera selection was randomized for each participant to minimize task learning effects. Camera adjustment was permitted before, during and after the practice trial, but the wearable camera locations and angles

Fig. 4. The demonstration of the video streams from head, clavicle, perception, action and workspace cameras.
with the mounting point remained static during the performance trial. The participants were asked to prioritize speed of completing the task (without compromising on comfort) and avoiding errors, like knocking over cups, misaligning while stacking, when performing the task.

For the final trial, participants were instructed to stack ten cups and were able to use and switch the camera view at will (multi-camera trial). This trial did not include the head camera ($C_{\text{head}}$) because in practice, VR telepresence systems may be uncomfortable to use for long periods of time, like traditional healthcare worker schedules [24]; we used the $C_{\text{head}}$ condition to represent an ideal camera control baseline against which the other cameras can be compared. The participants were allowed to select the starting camera view of their own preference and were instructed to perform the final trial at a comfortable pace. Before the final trial, participants practiced using voice commands to switch cameras.

3.4 Data Processing

The methodology used while annotating the user study videos for identifying strategies developed with regards to Perception-Action Coupling and Human Adaptation towards camera control while teleoperating will be expanded upon in the following sections. The annotation of user study videos involved two observers and one supervisor. The supervisor frequently held group discussions to address any conflicts in observations and converge on a conclusion.

3.4.1 General Task Performance.

- **Task Completion Times:** The time taken to perform the experimental tasks during both the single and multi-camera trials were recorded. The task completion times helps us get a objective evaluation of how a particular camera feed aids in performing a task efficiently and intuitively.
- **Number of Errors:** The number of errors that occurs during the practice and performance phases of the single and multi-camera trials were recorded. These errors include misalignment of cups and knocking down of cups while stacking. Misalignment of cups imply cups placed in a wrong location while stacking due to lost information from the camera’s video feed. These errors help us objectively evaluate how a camera feed enables correct performance of the tasks with sufficient visual feedback provided.
- **Camera Selection:** During the multi-camera trials the number of camera switches between the various camera views were counted. These results can help identify the preferences of the participant for completing the task and helps objectively validate the responses provided by the participants responses to the post-study survey.

3.4.2 Human Behavior Analysis.

- **Instinctive Head Movement:** Participants tended to try and control their camera/vision using their head motion even when the camera is not connected to the head. The head motion was counted as a non-trivial rotation when its along the transverse and longitudinal axes. The instances of these head motions were compared with task completion times to identify how the user instinctively desires to move their head or go for their natural mode of perception with complexity of the camera view indicated by task completion time. These motions were counted for the training and performing phase of single camera trials and for all the camera feeds except the head and workspace camera.
- **Body Coordination:** In the performing phase of the $C_{\text{clavicle}}$ camera experiment, the participants moved their upper body or walked sideways to improve their field of vision. The instances of torso motion and walking motion was counted.
• **Bimanual Manipulation**: Bimanual Manipulation is the efficient way of performing tasks and thus the number of participants performing bimanual manipulation during the performing phase of all the camera trials and in the multi-camera trial was counted. These motions were counted for $C_{\text{workspace}}$, $C_{\text{clavicle}}$ and $C_{\text{head}}$ when both hands were used to gather and stack cups.

• **Fixed Elbow**: During the performing phase of the $C_{\text{perception}}$, the time during which the perception camera was stationary while performing the experiment was recorded from the user study videos. This action usually involved the user holding a stationary pose for their elbow on which the perception camera was mounted with respect to their body.

• **Saccade Ahead**: We observed that some participants looked ahead at the location of the future cup placement before grasping it. This motion was counted for the training and performing phase in single camera trials and for all the camera feeds except the action hand and workspace camera.

• **Touch to Locate**: Even with limited haptic feedback, participants attempt to identify the cup location and the position of their hands using their ability to touch surfaces. We counted the number of times a hand was used to tap the bottom of the cup to identify the subject’s reliance on haptic feedback. This motion was counted for the training and performing phase in single camera trials for all the camera feeds and in the multi-camera trial.

• **Tentative Stacking**: Participants also tended to stack tentatively by tapping the bottom of the cup they are trying to stack against the surface where they intend to stack to precisely align their cup while stacking. This motion was counted for the training and performing phase in single camera trials for all the camera feeds and in the multi-camera trial.

• **Slide Cup on Table**: We also counted the number of times the participants slid the cup across the table’s surface rather than picking it up. This motion was counted for the training and performing phase in single camera trials for all the camera feeds and in the multi-camera trial.

• **Touch for Alignment**: While in the stacking phase, we noticed that participants try to use one hand to hold the bottom cup and other hand to make the alignment. This motion was counted for the training and performing phase in single camera trials for all the camera feeds and in the multi-camera trial.

3.4.3 **Subjective Survey.** The preference of participants for different camera views was verified by the time they spent using different camera views while performing the multi-camera stacking trial. A subjective camera preference survey was performed to record the participant’s perceived preferences for different cameras while performing the various components involved in the stacking operation like choice of camera in exploring, reaching, grasping and for the overall performance of the task. They were also asked to provide specific feedback about certain camera viewpoints and configurations and their thoughts on improving the system. Additionally, the participants also participated in a post study interview at a later stage where the experimental video was replayed to them and questions pertaining to their reasoning for performing the action mentioned in Section 3.4.2. The survey and interview address our results and conclusions highlighted in Section 4.3 and 5.

4 **RESULTS**

4.1 **Perception-Action Coupling**

As mentioned in the previous section, we analyzed the human behavior from performing phase in the single camera trial and combining the multi-camera trial to reveal the vision, haptic and motion coordination while performing the cup stacking task for each camera usage.
4.1.1 **Vision-Motion Coupling.** We noticed that people attempt to adjust the camera view using their head not only for the head camera but even for the action, perception and clavicle cameras (see the head posture in Figure 5). The ANOVA analysis of the **Instinctive Head Movement** from the performing phase in the single camera trial shows that using action camera causes significantly more frequent futile head motion than the clavicle ($F(1,15)=24.4$, $p<0.01$) and perception ($F(1,15)=22.8$, $p<0.01$) cameras. We further examined the correlation between task performance (task completion time) and the instances of head movements (see Figure 5). A significant linear regression was found for clavicle ($F(1,13)=12.8$, $p<0.01$, with an $R^2$ of 0.5), perception ($F(1,13)=14.2$, $p<0.01$, with an $R^2$ of 0.52) and action ($F(1,13)=5.9$, $p<0.05$, with an $R^2$ of 0.32) cameras. Linear regression of this data predicts that the expected task completion time increases by approximately 9.5 (clavicle), 4.6 (perception) and 4.7 (action) seconds for each occurrence of head movements. Our interview reveals that not being able to control the camera viewpoint using their head movements caused a lot of frustration for every participant. Some participants were able to remind themselves that head movements are not effective for camera viewpoint control and try to suppress this instinct, while others only realized the head movements are ineffective for camera viewpoint control until they felt discomfort like motion sickness or physical fatigue due to activity. Overall, we found that it is more difficult for the participants to realize and suppress the instinctive head movements, when the camera is considered more difficult to use.

Fig. 5. Compulsive head movement: (a) raise head up; (b) hold head down; (c) turn head side way. Task completion time versus the occurrences of head movement for the clavicle, perception and action hand camera.

Based on the usage of the clavicle camera ($C_{\text{clavicle}}$), we found that the participants can be separated into two groups by their **Body Coordination**. The result from the performing phase (Figure 6(a)) shows that one group of participants tend to explore the environment through torso motions to control the camera view instead of walking around while the other group walked around in the workspace for the same.

Fig. 6. (a) Two groups of the body coordination while using clavicle camera; (b) The fixed elbow pose for perception camera control; (c) Duration of the arm fixation w.r.t. task completion in perception camera usage.
As shown in Figure 6(c), the proportion of task time that the participants employed a **Fixed Elbow Posture** (refer Figure 6(b)) while using the perception camera for the fixed camera trial was 82.9 ± 12.7 percent. We also found that the majority of the participants (11 of 16) tend to fix their shoulder joints and move their torso to control the perception camera viewpoint, thus limiting the perception hand camera motions with respect to the base frame of the torso. Our interview reveals that: most participants intentionally limit the elbow and shoulder motions of the perception camera arm to better remember the spatial relationship of the perception hand camera with respect to their body. This lets them coordinate the camera motions with the motions of their manipulating hand, object, and workspace. Some participants indicated that they unconsciously choose the elbow angle so that the perception camera is not too far away from their body, making it easy and comfortable to move and look around the workspace. Overall, the situational awareness of the perception camera pose with respect to their body is critical to the planning of coordinated perception and manipulation actions.

Whenever possible, participants preferred **Bimanual Manipulation**, to speed up the task and to increase their reach without moving the body. The usage of bimanual manipulation, in both symmetric and asymmetric forms, are observed when using the head, clavicle and workspace cameras, for reaching to collect cups and for placing/stacking the cups in the same row. We also found that bimanual control/manipulation as discussed in Section 3.4 is more frequent with the head camera (13/16 participants) than the clavicle (3/16 participants) and workspace cameras (4/16 participants). Our interview shows that bimanual manipulations are more difficult when using the clavicle camera, because reaching both hands forward to objects caused the torso to lean forward which reduces the viewpoint control of the clavicle camera. Compared to unimanual manipulation, bimanual manipulation is more efficient yet more complex to plan.

4.1.2 **Haptic-Motion Coupling.** Our experimental paradigm limited the haptic perception of the participants so that they had to rely mostly on the visual feedback from RGB cameras to perform the tasks. However, participants still learned to utilize the limited haptic feedback received through the thick gloves they wore to compensate for reduced visual feedback. Across all the participants and camera viewpoints, we observed the participants 1) **Touching to Locate** the cups to build the contact sensation, 2) **Sliding Cup on the Table** so that they can leverage the haptic perception of table constraints to better control the moving motions, 3) **Stacking Tentatively** to get the better placement location and 4) **Touching for Alignment** using the bottom of the cup.

![Fig. 7. (a) Touching-to-locate, (b) sliding cups-on-table, (c) tentative-stacking and (d) touching-for-alignment actions observed in the usage of the head (H), clavicle (C), perception (P), action (A) and workspace (W) camera.](image_url)

As mentioned in Section 3.4, haptic-motion coupling actions like touch to locate, sliding cup on table, tentative stacking and touching for alignment were counted. Figure 7(a) shows the mean and standard deviation of touch-to-locate occurrences across participants for different cameras. The ANOVA analysis shows that using an action camera causes significantly more frequent ($p < 0.01$)
touch-to-locate actions than all other cameras. Also, touch-to-locate actions occurred least \((p < 0.01)\) when using the head camera. These significant differences indicate that participants resort more to haptic feedback for the cameras more difficult to use (as indicated in our survey feedback). Both the observed human behavior and the interview feedback indicate that 1) touching-to-locate an object is the most necessary haptic perception to complement the loss of depth information and limited field of view while using active telepresence; 2) the haptic feedback does not have to be strong and realistic if it can provide a sense of contact. We hypothesize that this can largely reduce the mental workload and stress due to uncertainty in perception, while improving the task accuracy and efficiency.

In addition to touch-to-locate, participants also used touch-for-alignment when tentatively stacking, aligning and sliding the cups on the table. Overall, the haptic compensations was required for the cameras identified as non-intuitive and inefficient to use. In Figure 7(b), sliding cups on table are observed the most in action hand camera usage. On the other hand, the tentative stacking actions are used by 15 of 16 participants when working with the action hand camera, and by 2 of 16 participants when working with the head camera (see Figure 7(c)). While in Figure 7(d), touch for alignment is observed in more than half of the participants for the workspace cameras followed by action hand and clavicle cameras. The interview feedback reveals that: 1) The gloves effectively damped most of their haptic perception; 2) the limited tactile sensing is still very helpful to the task in many cases.

4.1.3 Vision-Haptic Coupling. In the single camera trial, the participant used the video feedback from a single camera to perform the cup stacking task. This helps us compare the performance and human behaviour across cameras. Figure 8(a) shows the concept of vision-haptic coupling, where information gathering while touching to locate is offset by increased number of camera switches and vice-versa. Unlike the single camera trial that receives vision feedback from one camera viewpoint, the multi-camera trial allows participants to switch the viewpoint across cameras. The need for haptic compensation like loss of depth information can be compensated by switching the camera view to a different view like the perception hand camera. However, our interview feedback suggests that the cognitive workload increases when having to involve more camera switches thus limiting the bandwidth to perform other actions.

![Fig. 8. (a) The correlation between camera switches and touch to locate action in multi-camera trial; (b) The comparison of the completion time between training and performing phase in single camera trial. (c) The comparison of the completion time across the number of camera switch in multi-camera trial.](image)

4.2 Human Adaptation

We performed the analysis of the human behavior in the single camera trial to investigate perception-action coupling while using the active telepresence cameras. In this section, we further compare the performance and the human behavior between training and performing phase in single camera trial to disclose the impact of the practice and motor learning process. We also combine the information...
from multi-camera trial to better understand how the skill sets learned from single camera trial transfer to multi-camera trial.

4.2.1 General Performance. We compared the performance in terms of task completion time and number of errors between training and performing phase in single camera trial. An error can occur when the cup drops due to: 1) misalignment during stacking, and 2) collision while moving hands around. Figure 8(b) shows the comparison of the task completion times between training and performing phase in single camera trial. The ANOVA analysis shows that the completion time had significantly reduced after practice while using the perception ($F(1,30)=7.3$, $p<0.05$) and action ($F(1,30)=5.6$, $p<0.05$) hand camera. These significant differences indicates that the comprehensive practice section is necessary for the difficult cameras. In addition, Figure 8(c) shows the correlation between task completion time and number of camera switches in multi-camera trial. Based on the ANOVA analysis, the time needed to complete the task is significantly longer when participants had the most number of camera switches than switches twice ($F(1,4)=11.3$, $p<0.05$), once ($F(1,3)=12.5$, $p<0.05$) and none ($F(1,5)=8.1$, $p<0.05$).

Figure 9(a) shows that trials using the action hand camera had more participants who misaligned cups compared to the other camera views and displayed limited improvement after practice (11/16 to 9/16 participants). This implies the non-intuitive camera usage in terms of loss of depth information which may lead to failure of the task despite the practice session. In Figure 9(b), the action hand camera still caused most participants to knock down the cup while moving their hands around. However, the practice helped prevent the collision with the cup when using: perception (3/16 to 0/16 participants), action (8/16 to 4/16 participants) and workspace (4/16 to 2/16 participants) camera. This implies the narrow field of view and complex camera control can be adapted to by practice.

![Fig. 9. The errors occurred in single camera trial in the type of (a) misalignment; (b) colliding with the cup.](image)

4.2.2 Motor Learning. We identified several actions that we constantly observed from both training and performing phase in the single camera trial. As shown in Figure 10(a), we found no significant differences for the Instinctive Head Movement in the clavicle, perception and action hand cameras between training and performing phase. This solidifies that it is difficult to suppress the head movement though participants are able to realize that the camera cannot be controlled by the head during the training phase. Figure 10(b) shows the duration (the proportion with respect to task completion time) of fixing the elbow in a certain posture while using the perception hand camera (includes training and performing phase). We found that the duration of the Fixed Elbow posture significantly reduces ($F(1,30)=13.5$, $p<0.01$) after practice. This implies that the training session helped improve the participants understanding of the spatial relationship of the perception hand camera with respect to their body. We noticed that some participants made
a **Saccade Ahead** of the cup, just before grasping it, to a location on the future placement. In Figure 10(c), there is a noticeable increase of the participants (from 3/16 to 9/16) who looked ahead when performing pick-and-place motion in the perception hand camera trial after the practice session. This observation implies the practice section can improve the cognitive bandwidth when controlling a non-intuitive camera.

We divided the **Bimanual Manipulation** into gathering (maneuvering multiple cups in the workspace), picking/stacking (picking up and stacking actions of the cup in the workspace) and holding the cup (holding and carrying a cup). Figure 11(a) and Figure 11(b) shows the increase in the number of participants who performed the bimanual gathering and picking/stacking after practice in head camera trial which identified as the most intuitive camera view to control. However, lesser participants used both hands to hold the cup after practice while using workspace camera (see Figure 11(c)). Our interview feedback indicates that they try to eliminate the mirror effect that occurs while the workspace camera by holding a cup with both hands.

We also investigated the differences in **Haptic Compensations** between the training phase and performing phase to better understand how human adapt the different active telepresence cameras usage. Figure 12(a) and Figure 12(b) shows the mean and standard deviation of touch-to-locate and slide-cup-on-table occurrences across participants for different cameras in training and performing phase. The ANOVA analysis indicates that using the perception ($F(1,30)=9.5, p<0.01$) and action ($F(1,30)=7.1, p<0.05$) hand cameras significantly reduces the touch-to-locate actions and perception hand camera significantly reduces ($F(1,30)=5.9, p<0.05$) the slide-cup-on-table action after practice. These differences imply that haptic feedback helped improve the usage of the more difficult, limited field of view cameras by virtue of being close to and focused on the object of manipulation. Figure 12(c) and Figure 12(d) shows the number of participants who performed the tentative stacking and touch-to-alignment actions for different cameras in training and performing phase. We found a slight decrease in the participants who performed the tentative stacking while
using the perception hand camera and an increase in the participants who performed the touch-for-alignment in the action hand camera after practice.

![Fig. 12. Comparison of the haptic compensation between training and performing phase including: (a) touch-to-locate, (b) slide cup on table, (c) tentative stacking and (d) touch-for-alignment.](image)

We further analyzed the identified actions including head movement, bimanual operation and haptic compensations in multi-camera trial to investigate the process of human adaptation in the usage of active telepresence cameras. As shown in Figure 13, more than half of the participants use the touch-to-locate (16/16 participants), slide-cup-on-table (15/16 participants), bimanual manipulation (13/16 participants) and touch-for-alignment (9/16 participants) actions while using the active telepresence cameras. Furthermore, we observed 13 out of 16 participants still tried to control the camera viewpoint using their head.

![Fig. 13. The number of subjects performed the haptic compensation, head movement and bimanual manipulation in the multi-camera trial.](image)

### 4.3 Camera Selection and Preference

We conducted the analysis of the camera preference as indicated by camera selection while performing the multi-camera trial and post-study survey. Figure 14(a) shows the correlation between the duration of camera usage and the number of camera switches in the order of total task completion time. We found that fewer camera switches and participants who had a higher proportion of
clavicle camera usage lead to better performance (in terms of task completion time). These observations aligned with the recent study of multi-view interface design where it was observed that autonomous switching might ease the control effort [77]. The camera preference survey indicates that workspace camera is preferred while exploring the environment and perception hand camera for gross and fine manipulation followed by clavicle camera (see Figure 14(b)). It is to be noted that the action hand camera was never selected during the multi-camera experiment. From a human action perspective, these results aligned with the findings from the recent design of the adaptive viewpoint in telemanipulation where the performance was improved with the shared-autonomous camera control [80].

Fig. 14. The subjective assessment about the camera selection and preference from multi-camera trial.

5 DISCUSSION
In this paper, we investigate how humans coordinate perception-action coupling during active telepresence through a novel experimental paradigm that emphasizes limited haptic feedback. The results from participant task performance, human motion analysis and user feedback reveal the integration of vision, motion and haptic feedback, human natural motor learning and preferences. In this section, we will further discuss the implication of suitable camera control and selection as well as the preferable robot teleoperation interface design.

5.1 Desirable Characteristics of Viewpoint Control and Selection
Tele-nursing robots need different viewpoints from strategically placed telepresence cameras to provide a comprehensive view of the environment and the task workspace. A natural approach to control and select the cameras is necessary to reduce the cognitive workload and increase the transparency in robot teleoperation. The findings from our human motion analysis identify several components for camera control and selection so that the perception-action coupling complies with the natural human motor control.

As the human tracking technologies become more accurate, portable and affordable, head- and gaze-control are getting increasingly adopted for the control of eye-in-hand cameras of manipulator and continuum robots [81], and the head camera of mobile and humanoid robots [21, 85]. While matching human eyes to robot eyes is considered to be a natural design choice, it is also not rare to see the remote cameras controlled by robot hands. When multiple cameras are available (as on many commercial and prototype humanoid robot platforms [6, 62]), head and hand control are usually only used for the head and eye-in-hand cameras, respectively. When a teleoperator switches their primary viewpoint (i.e., the camera view they primarily rely upon to perform the task) from the head to hand camera, adapting to control of camera viewpoint via hands always causes interruption of task performance. Lessons learned from (tele-robotic) laparoscopic surgery training also indicate that it takes much more training effort to learn to use hand-controlled cameras [102].
The intuitive nature of the head motion observed in the clavicle and hand camera trials, highlights the need for egocentric control (usage of head to control gaze) to control any camera viewpoint selected as the primary viewpoint. This head-controlled dynamic viewpoint aligned with the recent mobile manipulator implementation [83].

In direct teleoperation, understanding the camera pose and motions is critical to control of the robot action components (e.g., end-effectors, mobile base). Even in supervisory control, lack of the spatial awareness due to sub-optimal camera pose will reduce the operator’s situational awareness and capability to intervene if the robot autonomy is not reliable [17]. The elbow joint fixation we observed from the single-camera trial highlights the strategy that human adopted to maintain the spatial awareness of the camera pose with respect to their body. A preferable method for camera control thus should limit the degree-of-freedom to be controlled by simple translation or rotation. In the case of supervisory control, the trajectory of the autonomous camera system should be easy to understand and predictable for the operator. Learning preferences for camera viewpoints for specific tasks increases situational awareness crucial for supervisory control of remote robots.

In the fixed camera usage, our study reveals that the camera which is intuitive to use is preferred which leads to better performance (faster completion time and fewer errors) and lower cognitive workload. When people have more cognitive bandwidth, they are able to perform complex motions. This is supported by the fact that most participants perform bimanual operations and look ahead motions to place the cups when using the head camera. On the other hand, our camera preference survey indicates the correlation between the purpose of the action and the preferred camera for this action in a multi-camera setup. However, the camera choice in the multi-camera trial shows large variance and with no consistency across participants. These outcomes imply that customization of autonomous camera selection with respect to user groups, or even personalization, is necessary.

As part of our future work, we will further develop an intuitive method to control multi-camera active telepresence. A user study will also be devised to investigate if the perception and action hand camera could be controlled using the head, hand or a mixture of head and hand motions as well as to understand the human behavior, preference and rationals in the usage of a multi-camera active telepresence system. The entire experiment was performed in a motion capture enclosure with motion capture markers located on the VR headset, wrist camera mounts and the cups. However, the motion capture data did not yield any significant results due to the lack of quality. We will further utilize the VR trackers to get meaningful data to investigate human behavior objectively. We will also explore the use of autonomous camera control and selection to reduce operator workload and improve task performance in a supervisory control.

5.2 Design Philosophy for Multi-sensory Integration

The experiment paradigm enables participants to manipulate the object with their own hands, which is more capable of moving and sensing through proprioception. In object manipulation the benefit of proprioception is limited because visual information is still required to locate the target and a freely moving arm will not help in locating the object. The feedback from participants also indicated that they need to place their hand in the view to better understand the relationship between the arm and target object implying the limited usage of proprioception during object manipulation. However, if the proprioception combines with the human’s memory of the workspace, it will indeed ease the effort in object manipulation because the direction towards the target can be identified.

Our human motion analysis indicates that people tend to use haptic feedback to compensate for the loss of depth information and narrow limited vision of the visual feedback via active telepresence. The desire for haptic feedback ranges from precise or gross manipulation, to general environment exploration. Indeed, human motor control has the instinct to pursue visuo-haptic
sensory integration when they perform tasks with their own bodies as well as via teleoperation interfaces. Unfortunately, the state-of-the-art haptic feedback rendering technologies cannot enable the teleoperation interface to provide the most realistic haptic perception. The leverage between the complexity and what is the suitable level of the haptic feedback to compensate for the limitation of active telepresence visual feedback needs to be studied. Our study reveals that: 1) human motor control can achieve very effective visuo-haptic sensory integration with active telepresence visual feedback and limited haptic feedback; 2) for general-purpose manipulation tasks, adding a little bit haptic feedback to indicate the contacts with the remote physical environment will be much more simple and effective than fabricating complicated strategies for the optimization of camera control and selection.

Inspired by findings from our study, we propose a philosophy for visuo-haptic sensory integration to re-establish the perception-motion coupling with the perception and action capabilities of the remote robotic system. From a high-level perspective, there are three strategies to achieve this goal. Take several designs in literature and our prior work for example: 1) we may restore the lost haptic perception by adding vibrotactile feedback to indicate contacts with the remote environment [109]; 2) we may also replace haptic display with augmented reality visual display [7]; 3) we may delegate the task components that heavily rely upon haptic feedback to reliable robot autonomy, to eliminate the need for remote perception-action coupling [63]. Our future work will implement the proposed philosophy and conduct the user study to compare the efficacy of each haptic compensation approach and user acceptance as well as preference in the use of robot teleoperation.

5.3 Limitations

Advanced Gaze Analysis. There was no gaze detection used in this paper. Our future work regarding perception studies will involve the utilization of a gaze tracker to accurately track human gaze motion and collect more reliable data. This will help us accurately determine where the operator is looking at different parts of the task improving our ability to draw information regarding camera view usage.

Influence of Human Sensation. As mentioned in Section 4, the participants felt that the usage of multiple gloves effectively reduced the haptic feedback while performing the task. However, a systematic manner to dampen the haptic sensation was not implemented. Studying the impacts of varying levels of haptic dampening and their impact of camera interface control will be an interesting avenue of future research.

Integration with Teleoperation Systems. Ideal teleoperation needs to consider both remote perception and robot control. As the first step, the proposed experiment paradigm provided the simulated telepresence setting and retained the human’s ability to manipulate the object which relaxed the control effort and focused on the investigation of active telepresence design in remote perception. A further investigation of teleoperating the robot with the preferred active telepresence design will be conducted along with the suitable robot control interface.

6 CONCLUSION

This paper analyzed human motion behaviors and camera selection preferences for the user study conducted primarily with visual feedback from various wearable cameras in a simulated telepresence setting. The results primarily identify the impact different camera feeds have on stacking via telepresence. These results help us identify the preferred design philosophy for Visuo-Haptic sensory feedback for teleoperation interfaces as well as the preferred mode of viewpoint control and selection for active telepresence. The main findings of this article and the suggested designs are:
(1) **Intuitive Control of Multi-Camera Active Telepresence** — The instinctive head motion we constantly observed to not only control the head camera but the cameras attached to their torso and hands indicates the head should control for any camera selected for telepresence.

(2) **Active Telepresence Assistance for Supervisory Control** — The participants intended to maintain the arm posture for better spatial awareness of camera pose implies that the motions of the shared autonomy camera should follow the simple translation or rotation to make it easier to understand and predict by the users.

(3) **The Need for Visuo-Haptic Sensory Integration** — People tend to resort to using every possible haptic sensation to compensate for the limitation of the visual feedback reiterating the importance of integrating vision and haptic feedback in robot teleoperation interfaces.
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